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SUMMARY

In the paper approximate solutions of the problem of bending

of a plate are given; to derive these solutions the corresponding

differential equation has been written in the finite-difference

form, Sec,2 gives the solution in a form of ordinary finite series,

in Sec.3 the equation is considered as a differential-difference

one, In Sec.J+ double finite series are applied.

The problem of discontinuous boundary conditions can be redu

ced to a system of equations .involving finite sums;these equations

correspond to the Fredholm integral equations of the 1st kind

which are obtained from the differential equation of the problem.

SOMMAIRE

Le travail est consacré à la recherche de la solution de l'équa

tion différentielle de flexion d'une plaque,en1 remplaçant les déri-
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vées par les quotients des différences finies.

Au par. 2 une solution de flexion d'une plaque est donnée;on

y applique des séries unitaires finies .Au par, 3 l'équation est con-

sidérée comme étant différentielle et aux différences finies. Au

par 4. on donne une solution basée sur l'emploi des séries finies

doubles,

Le problème des conditions mixtes aux limites dans la théorie

des plaques peut être réduit au système d'équations de somma-

tion. Ces equations présentent une analogie avec les équatinos in

tés;rales de Fredholm du premier type que l'on peut obtenir en

résolvant l'équation différentielle de flexion d'une plaque.

INTRODUCTION

The calculus of finite differences found a broad application in
the theory of plates owing to the works by N.J.NIELSEH, / 1 / , H.MARCÏÏS,
/2/, P.M. WARWAX, / 3 / . By replacing the derivatives in the differen -

t ia l equation of the theory of plates by difference quotients, a difre-
rential equation is replaced by a partial difference equation, the
continuous deflection surface thus being Represented - in an approxi -
mate manner by means of a polyhedron* Treating the partial differtnce
equation as a system of linear algebraic equations, and solving these
equations by known methods /the Gaussian elimination method or various
iteration methods/ approximate values of plate deflection are obtained.
The partial difference equation may also be treated aa a matrix equa-
tion / 4 / , /5 / and solved by means of matrix methods in a manner shown
by B. EGERVARY, / 6 / .

Another way, which will be followed in the present paper, i s to
solve the partial difference equation of plate deflection by means of
methods of finite differences successfully applied to plane gridworke
by H, BLEICH and E. IfflL/LH, / ? / . In this way full analogy between the
solution of the differential equation and that of & différence equa -
tion of plate deflection i s obtained* By letting the net become sore
sod more dense we can always pass to the results obtained in the doudnat
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differential equations»

In this paper the solution of the problem of plate bending is gi-
ven in the form of ordinary and double finite series. The applied pro-
cedure has been constructed from the standpoint of application of di -
gital computers*

The differential equation of bending of a plate has the form

htti NP
In this equation W denotes the deflection, Ç- the load, A/- the ben -

ding rigidity of the plate.

Let us remplace the derivaties in /1.1/ *y difference quotients. Divi-

ding the edge a of the rectangle Into n equal segments Ax , the edge

b into n equel segments Ayf we reduce the Eq- /1«1/ to the form

where

O A

and à y , A v denote the second and the fourth difference in the

X -direction and Zlyf Ziy the second and the fourth difference in

the y-direction, respecttvly, where

/I. 4/

APPLICATION OP SIMPLE PHTCTB SERIES TO THE SOLUTION OP PLATE PROBLEMS

Let us consider a rectangular plate simply supported on two opposite ed-

ges, and supported in any way on the remaining edges. Our considerations

will be confined to the static ease, although there is no obstacle to

generalise them to the problem of forced vibration «ad simultaneous ben-
ding and compression. The solution of the difference equation of the

plate
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I2.il Lxy(wX(J)=xqxy (x-aU,n; y=0,1,2 m)
will be sought-for /assuming that the edges </=0 , t/=/n are simply

supported/ In the form of the finite simple aerie»

where

/2*3/

She series /2.2/ «ill constitute the accurate solution of the Eq./2,1/

if the functions LXy (Wxi>)-Clxu
 are o1*110^1183- 't0 « B C h °* *• f u n ° -

tiona Yf.
She following conditions most be satisfied

The Eq. /2.4/ is reduced to the form

m-1 m-1 m-1

Bearing in mind that

we obtain from the Eq. /2.Ç/ the following ordinary difference equation

/ w / ^ ^ ^ - i ^ ^ X f - J B t f (x=0,1,2,..,n;
Shis equations may also be represented in the form

The solution of the Eq* /2,8/ is composed of a particular solution and

the general solution of the homogeneous equation

X? (Cf +xC?



where Xy =(1 +< sin

where In (J^.

The function X x is a particular solution of the Eq» /2»7/»From the

boundary conditions /two for each edge/ we find the constants A% ,

..., A4 and X x . The knowledge of this function enables the de-

flection IVxy to be obtained from the Eq. /2»2/. This procedure is

of importance for plateet of which one edge is very long or infinité

/an infinite atrip/.

If the number of segments is email / m < 10/ it is more convenient to

treat the Eq. /2«3/ as a system of algebraic equations<>

Let us consider the case of a plate strip simply supported on the ed-

ges y = 0 , Lj-m and loaded by a concentrated force P at the po-

int (0,/}) . The solution of the Eq« /2»8/ will be aought-for by making
y

use of the Fourier integral transformation proposed by I. BABUSKA,/8/?
for difference equations.

The Fourier transformation in an infinite interval is defined by the

infinite series

X-oo

where the sum I X»-oo

should be bounded. The inverse Fourier trane-

formation is defined by the equation

From the definition /2.12/ it follows, for instance, that the trans

formation of the Dirac function 6(x-£) is

/2.1V

In our consideration use will be made of the following rule:
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let ue express the Eq. /2*8/ in the form

/2.15/ X&-cMXfo +clM.X%</l.X^X^2=xY% P5M

In view of the relation

Performing on the Eq. /2* 15/ the Fourier transformation, we obtain.bea-

rlng in mind /2,11/, /2.13/ and /2.14/

or

therefore

/1 cosaxcfa

Bearing in mind /2,2/ the deflection of the plate can be represented

thus

/2«17/

Making use of the result /5»17/ a number of other problems may be sol-

ved* Thus, for a semi-strip acted on by a concentrated force at a po-

int (̂ ,n) we obtain, by super position of two forces.

Let now the plate strip be acted on by a load tyxy^Qtj /independent of

y only/ and by concentrated forces Pq along the segment kûy, (k<ïïl)

of the line X « 0 .

The deflection thus produced is

-37

We require now that the deflection be equal to zero for y «1 ,2,•.. ,

Qt **»t K f

?ron the condition vvOy=0 , we obtain
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/2.19/

m-1 k m-1

da

(«/-«.-.*>,

Thus, a system of k equations for the determination of the unknown
quantities Pq has been obtained.

The Bq« /2.19/ may be given still another form. let us expand Pq in
a series

/77-1

2
M

and insert in /2.19/* We obtain

If the plate is supported over the entire width b" m Ai} , we have

$ the Eq, /2«21/ becomes

The Eq./2,21/ constitutes the solution with mixed boundary conditions

along the line X = 0 » As the net becomes more dense along the 1±»

X — 0 » the approximation to the reality becomes better and better.

In the limit case for m-*oo , the Eq./2.19/ becomes a Predholm in-

tegral equation of the first kind, /9/.

APPLICATION OP DIPPEREKCB-DIPPBRENTIAL EQUATIONS

TO THE THEORY Of PLATES

In a number of plate problems especially with mixed boundary condi -

tions, it may be very useful to describe the deflection of the plate

by means of a difference-differential equation. Let us divide U» pla-

te into m equal strips of width Ay in the direction of the "y-axis.

Let us denote the function, expressing the deflection along the li-

nes y=0, 1, 2,..., m by wy(x) . Then
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ax2

O*x<a,

is the difference-differential equation of deflection. Let ua assu-

me now that the edges I/-0 » t/=m are simply supported.

Assuming the solution of /3.1/ in the form

expanding the load qo(x) in a series of functions Y y

m-i
/3.3/

and applying the orthogonalisiatton method, we obtain the following or-

dinary linear differential equation

. d2 A A

The solution of this equation has the form

/3.5/ X/ttxJ

where -̂ n(X) ia a particular integral of the Bq# /3«4/ and

Let us consider an Infinite plate strip acted on by a concentrated for-

ce P at the point (0,rç). Performing on the Eq. /3#4/ the Fourier trans-

formation, and bearing In mind the fact that ^At(x)-PV^c5'(X) »we obtain

cosoodz
/3.7/

Tfh!
?COSODd

/ (<A-f2);

or

/3.B/ x>0.
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Introducing an auxiliary function
m-1

/3.(

we can express the quantities &Wy/dx2 and Atj (Wy) by the following
simple equations

Let us consider two auxiliary problems. Let a concentrated moment act

at the point (0,^) of the semi-strip simply supported on all edges -

/?ig,1/» Bearing in mind the boundary conditions

the deflection of the strip is obtained in the form

IN

If the semi-strip is acted on by the load

/3.13/

Q

x > 0.

const» then

r~ •

Let us consider a semi-strip simply

supported along the edges t/*»0 ,

y - m and clamped along the seg-

ment kAy of the edge X»0 , the

remaining part of that edge being

also simply supported. Let the pla-

te be acted on by a load Çy (x)=<J =»

conat /Pig.2/ We are concerned with

a problem of mixed boundary condi-

tions* Denoting the unknown • clam-

ping moments by Af«,1 4i}K>k » the deflection of the plat» is obtained

In the form

m
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From the condition

on the segment kâij of the edge

X = 0 the following aystem of equa-

tions is. obtained
• '''/c

Fig. 2

/3*15/

2
Solving this ayateni of equations we find Mn 1 and from /3«H/ the
deflection tVy (x) .

Another aolution procedure ia auch, Let ua expand M~ in a series of
functions '/j

m-1

/3.16/ in /3»15/ we obtain the syatem of equationa
m-1 k

7S.IT/

If the plate ia supported over the entire width, then, bearing in
mind that G ^ - » ^ for k~m-A f the Bq. /3.17/ is reduced to
the form

APÎLICATIOH OP DODBLK PINITE SERIES

TO THE SOLUTION OP ÏLATE PROBLEMS

Let us consider the equation of bending of plate /2.1/. The aolu -



tion of Eq, /2«1/ will by sought In the form of double finite se-
riô8 n,m

where the quantities Ay^ are the unknown coefficients and

the eigenfunctions of the difference equations
are

assuming that the functions ip$ satisfy the same boundary oondi -

tions as the function W^y •

Ihe quantities 6^ are the eigenvalues (v-0,1,2,..., m /I = 0,1,2,...,

corresponding to the eigenfunotions (p^ • !Phe latter constitute a

complete set of onthonormal functions, therefore they satisfy the con

ditions
n,m

74.3/ V&snfyk,

/4*4/

where ô^, OpJ< are Kronecker's deltas» or

i if U v ,
,0 if t+*\

If the series /4»l/ is to constitute an accurate solution of the dif -

ferential equation /2«1/, the funotions L^ (WsrA-a^.X. should be or-

thogonal to every function V ^ • Therefore

0 if jL+k.

74.5/ I %, Vfl

xy

Changing the summation order and bearing in mind /A*2/ we obtain
n,m

x,y
Making use of the orthogonality condition /4»3/ we obtain finally

M*7/ A
Introducing Aik 1M* equation in the Bq. /4»V we find
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Th® solutions represented here for bending of the plate are valid

asBUffiiag that the functions if^ can be expressed in the form of

a product XX
VV£ or X* Y f or Xf Y% . It will be found that

functions of the type ^ y - A y V£ appear in the case of a rectangu-

laè plat© simply supported on the entire contour, and functions of

the type ^ ^ X y Y y - i n the case of a plate simply supported on the ed-

ges X=»0 » X= n » and supported in an arbitrary manner or free a-

long the remaining edges «

Gonsider a number of particular cases of application of the double se-

ries method»

Let th© plate be acted on by a load q , and let it have an addi-

tional immovable support at the point (£,/}) • The deflection of the

plat® will be composed of a deflection due to the load C^y and i? at

the point (4)^) the value of R being selected in such a manner

n'm

that ^ = 0 . Therefore

A.9/

where

Inserting

aquation

in /4»9/ and requiring that 0 , we obtain the

from which the amplitude of the support reaction R oan be found.

Let now the plate be acted on by» in addition to the load Ç x y , a

load R/5xg along the line X=£ • The deflection amplitude of

the plate is given by /4*9/ where
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n,ro
74*12/

For a plate simply supported on the entire contour we hare

Therefore, in this o&se, we hare

y y

Substituting /4,13/ la /4.9/ and requiring that th« deflection of th«
plate along the line X - £ he zero, we obtain the following equation
for the coefficients bu:

Knowing b^ , the support reaction Ry can easily he found

m

Let us consider the case of bending

of a plate simply supported on the

entire contour and having an add! »

tional support along the segment

. k<m of the line X

The deflection is espressed thus

k

m

K yX £

a~nAx

I

1
II

Pig. 3

74.15/

7-1

where P̂  denoted the reactions forces at the points y=H,2r./< along the

line X=f
Requering that the deflection at the points t/»1,2,«./f along the lia*
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X = £ be zero, we obtain, making of A * 9 / the equation

r

from which the quantities Pq (/?=1,2,...A:) can be found.

In tha particular case of k-m the bending of plate assumes the

form of Bq« /4»14/«

Indeed, on expanding Pn in a series of eigenfunctions

m

and substituting in /4.16/ and making use of the relations

the equation /4.14/ i»t obtained from /4.16/.

Another solution method may be devised in the caae of a plate with two

adjacent edgea clamped, This method will be discussed by means of the

example of a plate clamped along the entire contour*

let uo take a complete set of orthonormal functions p7x| {f — O,^...,m)

and a set of functions [^J] (A-0,1,2,..'., mi) satisfying the difference e-

quation

and the clamping conditions. The functions r)% may be treated as the

natural vibration models of a bar with its ends clamped, the dériva -

tires in the deflection equation being replaced with difference quo-

tients.

Let us expand the Reflection WXy and the load ^ in series of

functions qlx£

Let us insert the deflection and the load thus expressed in the diffe

rence equations of the plate /2,1/
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We find

Ut us expand the expression âK [f]L
x )Ay ( | J ) In a series of eigen-

functions

and substitute it in /8.21/. As a result, the following system of e-

quations is obtained

from which the quantities -4^ , can be found to be used later for

the determination of the function WXy in Eq. /4.22/«

In the case of free vibration, 9ik~^ should be assumed in equa-

tion /4.22/. Thus, a system of equations homogeneous in A//f is ob-

tained* Setting its determinant equal to zero, we obtain the free vi-

bration condition from which the successive frequencies oan be found*
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